
The sedges seem to be the #1 weed control problem today. 

Weed Control 
Preemergent & Post Emergent Programs 

Some very obvious themes and trends emerged from the contributions of our peers on this topic. Wall-to-
wall treatments of herbicides are declining in frequency in response to environmental stewardship initiatives. "Spot 
treatment" is the new wave. It is environmentally sound and cost effective. Planning, timing, and mapping reduce 
the number of applications needed to eliminate a problem. Manual removal of weeds is making a comeback. 
Healthy turf is still the best deterrent to weed encroachment. It seems sedge has replaced goosegrass as the # 1 weed 
problem. And last but not least - Mother Nature still rules! - Joel Jackson, CGCS 

Staying on Schedule 
is a Must! 

Thirty holes at Grand Cypress Golf 
Club are overseeded wall to wall. We 
used to apply 1/2 rates (two applications 
about ten days apart) of Ronstar in late 
February to control primarily goose grass 
in the early summer. We never thought 
we had much of a problem, so we decided 
to try a year without any preemergent 
type herbicides. The experiment worked 
for us and now we are on a weekly spot 
treatment post-emergence program only 

(after the ryegrass has transitioned). 
Our weekly rotation includes MSMA, 

2+2, Basagran, Image and Illoxan. Illoxan 
is the main reason why we no longer 
worry about goose grass. By staying on a 
rigid schedule, weeds may appear, but we 
get them when they are extremely young, 
so most of our guests do not see them. 

In mid-April we apply 1/4 ounce of 
Simazine per 1,000 square feet over our 
ryegrass on roughs, fairways and bunker 
faces. At the 1/4 ounce rate, we will elimi-
nate our overseeding in two to four weeks, 
depending mostly on temperatures. 

Higher rates of Simazine will take the 
grass out faster. We like the slow transi-
tion so again our guests do not see it 
happening. 

In the early summer, we will pre-
emerge along the base of our grassy 
mounds. The mounds generate most of 
our problems and the pre-emerge along 
them helps keep us clean. Surflan and 
Barricade are the two products we have 
used in these areas. 

Lastly on the overseeded courses, we 
have to stop all herbicide applications at 
a minimum of 30 days in advance of our 



Weak or disturbed turf creates a niche for weeds to sprout. 

overseeding. Many of the post emergence 
herbicides will have preemergence ef-
fects on the ryegrass if applied too close to 
overseeding. 

Prior to Christmas we will apply Kerb 
in all other bermuda grass areas at 2 
pounds per acre. This will get any poa 
annua that has emerged, as well as hold 
back any that is coming. This will keep us 
very clean through February. 

We will pre-emerge all bunker faces in 
October/November for winter annuals. 
We use a Gallery/Surflan combination 
for this and it will help keep us clean 
through spring. 

The bermuda grass fairways on the 
New Course are spot treated with post 
emergence products just like the others 
in the summer. It is good for the environ-
ment (less chemical) and good for our 
budget. Again, weekly applications are a 
must to keep the populations to a mini-
mum. 

These are our simple programs at 
Grand Cypress Golf Club. We have been 
lucky to start clean and keep clean. I think 
this is why we get away with limited 
preemergence programs. 

Tom Alex 
Grand Cypress Club 
Orlando, Fla. 

How Weeds Gain a 
Foothold 

Emerald Dunes is surrounded by open 
fields of disturbed soil that provide a 
constant source of potential weed con-
tamination to the golf turf. Seed is carried 
by wind, carts and water across virtually 
the entire playing surface. A dense stand 
of turfgrass, healthy enough to resist weed 
intrusion, is our goal. Unfortunately fac-
tors such as poor environmental condi-
tions, compaction, renovation proce-
dures, insect or disease pressure, and in-
efficient irrigation often cause turf to 
thin, allowing seed to soil contact. Usu-
ally the weed seed germinates unhin-
dered or even encouraged by the very 
conditions that slow the growth of the 
turf. As with any "pest," the weed is only 
a symptom, and we make every effort to 

identify and correct the underlying prob-
lem that encourages its establishment. 

The next line of defense for us is the 
use of preemergent herbicides. This year 
we applied fertilizer with Ronstar to all 
areas except greens in the spring, and 
fertilizer with Surflan in the fall and win-
ter. The Surflan is not applied to tee or 
green slopes to avoid effecting our 
overseed, and these areas are carefully 
sprayed with Barricade. 

As to the use of post-emergent herbi-
cides, we first try to positively identify the 
weed, then use the IFAS Florida Weed 
Control Guide to select our treatment 
procedures. The book Weeds of South-
ern Turfgrasses, published by the Florida 
Cooperative Extension Service IFAS, has 
been a great help to us in weed identifica-
tion. 

We find our biggest failure in post-
emergent weed control to be missed or 
improperly timed follow up applications. 
This was a problem this year because of 
the numerous rain days that made spray-
ing impossible. We hope next year to 
time our post-emergent applications to 
better avoid months of high rain prob-
ability. The single most persistent weed 
for us this year was Alexander grass. We 
originally treated it like crabgrass and 
had little or no success and found that is 
not listed on any selective herbicide la-
bels. It was brought to our attention that 
some successful control had been 

achieved using Trimec Plus and we found 
this very effective when applied with a 
silicon surfactant and iron sulphate. 

Chip Fowkes 
Emerald Dunes C.C. 
West Palm Beach, Fla. 

A Weed is a Weed 
— or is it? 

The American Heritage Dictionary 
defines a "weed" as a plant considered 
undesirable, unattractive, or trouble-
some, especially one growing where it is 
not wanted, as in a garden. This high-
lights the fact that even the finest most 
stress-resistant Tifdwarf bermudagrass 
could be considered a weed. The inverse 
of this statement is that a plant cannot 
always be considered a weed. 

The Fort Myers Country Club was 
built in 1917. The fairway turf is a combi-
nation of common bermudagrass and 
other stuff. Many of the fairways are lined 
with huge eucalyptus trees and have ex-
tensive areas of heavy shade. 

When I started working for the City of 
Fort Myers in the spring of 1991,1 saw 
many things that I thought I could im-
prove. Near the top of this list was the 
removal of all of that obnoxious Poa 
annua. What an ugly mess! I knew that 



my efforts to remove that universally 
accepted weed would be applauded. 

I was still riding high the following fall 
when I applied my pre-emerge herbi-
cide. I could still clearly envision all of 
those ugly white seedheads blowing in 
the breeze. Wow! I was going to make the 
place even better for the heavy winter 
play. As the year progressed and the holi-
days came and went, it became clear I 
had been successful. I had eliminated the 
vast majority of those obnoxious weed 
patches. 

A funny thing happened to me on the 
way to the turfgrass Hall of Fame. At the 
end of December, I realized that the 
heavily shaded areas were getting a little 
thin. After another 8,000 rounds for the 
month of January, thin would have been 
very acceptable to me. A more accurate 
description would have been simply 
"dirt." It had sure been a quick change 
from riding high to laying low. The mem-
bers were all quite concerned. There had 
never been a problem with grass in these 
areas. That new Greenskeeper had sure 
screwed it up. 

Rest assured the next winter I did not 
cringe when I saw those white seedheads 
blowing in the breeze. I had learned an 
important lesson — a weed is not always 
a weed. 

Mike Mongoven, CGCS 
Fort Myers C.C. 
Fort Myers, Fla. 

Mapping Pays Off! 
Here at Lake Region we only use pre-

emergents in two different applications. 
We primarily use them for our winter 
weed program mainly for control of Poa 
annua. 

We will come in with Surflan at a full 
rate and will do the golf course wall to 
wall. We begin this application in the 
middle of October and try to have it done 
by the end of the month. We ring all tee 
and green surfaces first and then proceed 
to finish the rest of the golf course from 
there. 

We will come back in February and 
March and begin post treatments from 
there for any secondary rye or Poa. We 

This goosegrass plant needs pulling — not spraying. 

are still trying to find the best product for 
that application but have tried many other 
avenues. I have used Sencor in some fair-
way areas at that time with some degree 
of success. Of course, I think everyone 
has their own ideas on post treatments. 
This basically is our strategy for the win-
ter months. 

As for the spring and into the summer 
we will map hot spots mainly for goose 
grass and will spot treat these areas. This 
is a very limited application due to years 
of keeping up with the problem of goose 
grass. 

We seem to be able to keep goose 
down to a very minimal issue due to 
products like Illoxan that do such a good 
job with a post treatment. Also with some 
of the environmental issues about pre-
emergents staying the soil longer we do 
try to keep their use down to the most 
extreme limits as possible. 

Here at Lake Region if we can survive 
with out them we definitely try to. We are 
very involved with the concerns of the 
environmental issues ahead of us and are 
a Registered Audubon Cooperative Sanc-
tuary. We try to keep all our chemical 
uses to the most minimal use as possible. 

Alan Puckett, CGCS 
Lake Region Y. & C.C. 
Winter Haven, Fla. 

Weed Control with 
a Real 'Hands On' 
Approach 

At Collier's Reserve, nearly all of our 
weed control is done by hand and it has 
been that way since grow-in started. Oc-
casionally, we spray yellow nut sedge that 
has emerged since grow-in. There are 
two situations that require manual weed 
control programs. First is grow-in; 
manual weed removal gives you control 
over the weed population from the be-
ginning. The second situation is an estab-
lished golf course with a substantial weed 
population. 

Weed Control During Grow-In 
Prior to sprigging, at the Reserve, soil 

samples were taken to help us determine 
the proper fertility levels needed for grow-
in. This was important to us because we 
needed all the necessary elements in our 
fertilizer blends to complete a healthy, 
rapid grow-in. One of the best natural 
weed control programs is a tight, healthy 
turf. 

We waited three weeks after sprigging 
to begin our manual weed control pro-
gram. We would have, as our Golf Course 
Manager Tim Hiers would call, "tiger 
hunts." A "tiger hunt" consists of up to 
four men, starting at the tee and working 



toward the green, spread out, with five-
gallon buckets and weed forks, and mak-
ing sure they get the root and the top of 
the weed plants. Our "tiger hunts" went 
on throughout grow-in and for the first 
month of operation. Initially, the "tiger 
hunts" required at least a two to four man 
crew to hand pull the weeds. 

However, once we established and 
maintained a schedule, we were able to 
cut to a two-man crew doing the manual 
weed control. If we occasionally got be-
hind on a few holes, maintenance crew 
members who finished daily tasks early 
would give special attention to the weed 
areas, or we would spend some time on 
Saturdays doing manual weed control. 

As grow-in ended, we developed 
guidelines for weed control to assure we 
would remain weed-free. We began by 
creating a healthy turf and we keep it that 
way. We adhere to a strict Integrated 
Plant Management (IPM) Program that 
reinforces the healthy turf program. We 
have frequent soil and turf tissue testing 
to monitor proper fertility levels. 

Our irrigation water is on a scheduled 
test program to monitor bicarbonate and 
sodium levels, and those levels are ad-
justed to évapotranspiration (ET) rates 
and are monitored by an on-site weather 
station to assure proper soil moisture 
level is maintained. Mowing our turf on 
a proper frequency schedule, at correct 
height and with sharp, properly adjusted 
reels helps maintain a tight, healthy turf 
that means better weed control. 

The weed control guidelines also in-
clude a program for manual weed con-
trol (except yellow nut sedge). We have a 
daily weed quota system for some of the 
golf course maintenance crew. The IPM 
specialist has a quota of 25 weeds per day 
(if he can find that many), the irrigation 
specialist has a six per day quota, as well 
as the set-up person. Each crew member 
has a specific area to concentrate on. 

The set-up person takes care of the 
greens, tee banks and tee tops; the IPM 
specialist covers the fairways and roughs; 
and the irrigation specialist maintains 
the areas around the irrigation control-
lers. 

Even the equipment manager is asked 
to pull at least two weeds per day when he 

goes into the field 
If "hot spots" develop anywhere on 

the golf course, crew members who fin-
ish daily assignments early go work on 
them. 

When the golf course is weed-free, we 
turn our attention to pulling weeds from 
the native grass areas such as tee slopes or 
in the natural area beds. 

Weed Control for an 
Established Golf Course 

In the second situation, manual weed 
control is also required for a golf course 
that is well established but has a weed 
population problem. The tactics used to 
bring it to a weed-free status are not 
much different than during a grow-in. 
Using the "tiger hunt" method, sound 
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IPM and agronomic practices and weekly 
count quotas for your golf course main-
tenance crew will be a good start on weed 
control. If the weed population is great 
enough, the use of preemergent herbi-
cides may be necessary for the first few 
years. After weed banks are reduced, use 
of a preemergent can be halted. You may 
want to set a long-term goal of being 
totally weed free in two to three years. 

Manual Weed Control versus 
Spraying (when appropriate) 

Here are some of the advantages of 
manual weed control versus spraying: 
herbicides cost money, you reduce the 
amount of pesticides used (again saving 
money), and most of all, it makes good, 
common sense. For example: figure the 
time and materials cost for a spray tech-
nician to spot spray goosegrass plants; 
spend that amount for manual removal 
of them, and it would not take as long, or 
cost as much, to rid the fairways of the 
goosegrass. When you spot spray, you 
can certainly count on several repeat ap-

plications to kill the goosegrass, not to 
mention possible interference from rain. 
The seed head remains viable even when 
the goosegrass is dead. 

You also chance severely damaging 
or, at the least, yellowing the surround-
ing turf for several days. The advantage to 
manual removal... the goosegrass is gone... 
no root, no seed head, no need for re-
peated herbicide applications... no more 
goosegrass! 

Summary of Weed Control 
Practices 

Through good cultural practices, us-
ing the components of IPM, and a disci-
plined approach to limit the amount of 
herbicides used on the golf course, we 
have become almost weed free. It may 
take more time if the weed problem is 
severe, but it can be accomplished. Irri-
gation timing and frequency, controlling 
pests and disease, using proper fertility 
levels and frequencies, and proper mow-
ing practices, all contribute to a healthy 
turf, which contributes to good weed 

control. As a student, preparing for a 
career in turf management, I remember 
an old saying that still holds today: 
"Weeds are not the cause of unhealthy 
turf, they are the result of it." 

Matt Taylor 
Collier's Reserve 
Naples, Fla. 

Split Applications 
for Sedge 

Our number one weed problem this 
year has been purple and yellow nut-
sedge. The reason it was such a problem 
was that the rainy summer made our 
control efforts less effective. We also have 
some crabgrass and goosegrass to con-
tend with on a small scale. 

We found that a split application of 
Image at 3/4 ounce per 1,000 square feet 
followed up with 1/2 ounce per 1,000 
square feet gave us satisfactory control of 
purple nutsedge when conditions were 
favorable. The 1.0 ounce rate of Image 
seemed to shut down our bermuda so we 



use the combinat ion o f the lighter rates. 
W e also use Basagran for our yellow nut-
sedge areas. 

For o u r other grassy weeds we spot 
spray with M S M A at a rate o f 2 pounds o f 
active ingredient per acre. A second ap-
plication two weeks later is usually neces-
sary, but is also usually effective. W e ap-
ply M S M A only from June to September 
to avoid affecting the vitality o f the ber-
mudagrass in the spring and fall. 

At Isleworth we overseed our fairways 
so we make a preemergent application o f 
Barricade to o u r slopes and roughs. This 
prevents germination o f Poa annua and 
any ryegrass seed that m a y be scattered 
by carts or equipment. W e make three 
h a l f - p o u n d per a c r e appl ica t ions o f 
Barricade: October , Mid-January, and 
June o r July. 

Buck Buckner, C G C S 
Isleworth C .C. 

Winderemere , Fla. 

Planning, Patience, 
and Prudence 

W e e d control has been a tough propo-
sition this year because the constant rain-
fall either prevented initial spraying o r 
necessary scheduled follow up treatments. 
Sedge, o u r biggest weed problem, loves 
moist conditions so it flourished. W e 
have populations o f the traditional yel-
low a n d pur ple n u t s e d g e a n d s o m e 
kyllinga. A tank mix o f Basagran at ( 2 qt / 
A) , with M S M A at ( 1 q t / A ) , and Horti -
culture Oil at ( 1 Q t / A ) to be effective 
when conditions permit us to spray. A 
new product called " M a n a g e " is due out 
next m o n t h for use in Florida and is 
reportedly dynamite on sedge! 

I like to stop all contact herbicide 
spraying by October if possible to avoid 
damage to the b e r m u d a in the cool sea-
son since it will not recover rapidly. 

However, in the w a r m season we do 
battle with crabgrass, paspalum, and 
doveweed on the driving range. W e use 
M S M A on the crabgrass, D M C on the 
paspalum., and 2 + 2 on the doveweed. 

In the fall, we apply pendimethalin to 
o u r green and tee slopes to control stray 
overseed material and Poa annua. It is 
not very mobile so I have been happy 

with the results. W e use Kerb 5 0 W at the 
1 pound per acre rate on about 2 0 - 2 5 
acres o f fairways that have recurring Poa 
annua infestations. If we do get Poa ger-
mination later in the season, I take it out 
with Simazine. 

If we spot goosegrass emerging, ei-
ther m y assistant or myself will spot 
spray with Sencor in a one quart spray 
bottle. W e do not apply pre-emergents 
for crabgrass or goosegrass. If we do find 
a goosegrass area t o o large for the spray 

bottle, we will spot spray with the b o o m 
sprayer and we will use Illoxan. 

Stuart Leventhal, C G C S 
Interlachen C . C . 
W i n t e r Park, Fla. 

Responding to 
Changing Conditions 

For eight years o u r greens did not 
have Poa annua, now we have seven greens 
with a noticeable infestation. W e are us-

Call 1-800-257-7797 
for information on Aquatrols9 three 
unique chemistries that provide 
solutions for your soil-water 
management problems. 

5 North Olney Avenue 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 USA 
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FAX: 1-609-751-3859 



ing the Rubigan program to prevent ger-
mination. On the rest of the course, we 
make a fall application of Barricade 
sparged on fertilizer around November 
1 st. I have eliminated the Spring preemer-
gent application because the turf just 
didn't seem to be responding as well com-
ing out of winter. 

Now, instead of coring the turf stressed 
by much winter play, we spike two ways 
with a 6 inch deep spiker and fertilize to 
promote a healthy turf. The open coring 
holes in the spring were providing too 
many opportunities for weed invasion. 
We have a lot of localized wear areas 
caused by our walking golfers. We fertil-
ize these areas monthly with high Potas-
sium formulations to keep the turf roots 
healthy. 

Like many of my peers, yellow nut-
sedge has been my biggest headache. One 
application of Basagran at 2 Quarts/Acre 
is usually sufficient unless it is a really 
thick patch. In that case, we re-treat at the 
prescribed interval. On some of our 
heavily infested ditch banks, we use a 

tank mix of Image (1 Qt/A) and MSMA 
( lQt /A) . 

We spot treat goosegrass plants lo-
cated through the green with Sencor. If 
we find unacceptable populations of 
goosegrass on the greens or tees, they are 
treated with Illoxan. 

Joe Ondo, CGCS 
Winter Pines G.C. 
Winter Park, Fla. 

Managing Weeds in 
Different Turf Types, 
Ornamental Grasses 

We have two distinctly different golf 
courses here at Bonnet Creek which gives 
us different challenges in weed control. 
One element they share along with the 
clubhouse grounds is an extensive use of 
ornamental grasses like cordgrass and 
Gulf Muhly. Weed seeds sprout along 
the bed borders and in the grass clumps 
themselves. We use a tank mix of Basagran 

and Pre-M or Round Up along the bed 
edges and we spray over the top with 
light rates of Southern Formula Trimec 
for broadleaf weeds. 

The target golf concept on the Eagle 
Pines course means that there are large 
areas of bare ground or pine straw that 
offer potential breeding ground for 
weeds. A regular preemergent program 
is necessary to keep the weed popula-
tions down. We use Gallery and Snap-
shot in these areas as well as the sparse 
"natural" tee slopes that are planted in 
Gulf Muhly. 

Part of the design concept of Eagle 
Pines was to use different grasses for 
textural contrasts. Delmar St. Augustine 
was used around all the bunker com-
plexes in the fairways and around the 
greens. The St. Augustine requires dif-
ferent chemicals than the neighboring 
bermudagrass. Great care must be taken 
not to overspray one or the other turf 
types with the other's chemical. This can 
prove to be labor intensive. When we get 
bermudagrass invading the St. August-
ine, there is not too much available that 
will take it out safely. 

Nutri-Turf, Inc. 
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Weed encroachment in native grass plantings can be controlled with over-the-top spraying when 
necessary: 

O n the Osprey Ridge course, our big-
gest problem is crabgrass patches in the 
roughs, slopes, and bunker faces. T h e 
invasion by the weeds seems to follow 
animal and insect burrowing that cre-
ates bare ground situations. W e spot 
treat with Sencor. 

W e apply a preemergent to our greens 
and tees slopes to eliminate germination 
by scattered overseeding. W e have used 
Barricade in the past. This year we are 
trying Surflan. W e treated all 3 6 fairways 
with Surflan because we overseeded our 
roughs for the first t ime since we opened. 
In previous years we Kerbed a few prob-
lem fairways that had Poa annua. 

W e have a large Confederate Jasmine 
bed on a steep slope behind the club-
house. W e e d encroachment was u n m a n -
ageable until we started spraying over 
the top with O r n a m e c at 2 .5 o u n c e per 
gallon. 

Scott Welder 
Bonnet Creek G.C. 
Lake Buena Vista, Fla. 

Safety Storage, Inc. prefabricated, 
relocatable buildings provide a low-cost 
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HANDS ON AN OPINION 

Is the daily demand for tournament 
conditions driving the entire golf 

industry into the ground? 

We Don't Have a Big 
Weed Problem! 

Editor's note: When I called Dave Portz 
to ask him about his weed control pro-
grams, he suggested that I might want to 
talk to someone else, because he didn't feel 
he really had a severe problem that would 
lend itself to an article about problem solv-
ing. I didn't let Dave off the hook! I asked 
him what he did that he felt kept his weed 
problems to a minimum. 

I wasn't boasting when Joel called, but 
we haven't had a large scale weed infesta-
tion of any kind that required a far reach-
ing herbicide program. We do have skir-
mishes with recurring dollarweed in the 
St. Augustine turf at the club. We apply 
light rates of Trimec or Threeway for 
suppression. We also apply Gallery in the 
Fall and atrazine in the Spring. 

On the course, we do spot spray sedge 
on the green and tee slopes and some 
broadleaf weeds in the bare areas on the 
margins of the roughs. We have not used 
a preemergent herbicide in five years. We 
are in environmentally sensitive coastal 
marsh setting so we try to grow healthy 
turf to keep weed pressure to a mini-
mum. 

In the growing season we verticut 
greens bi-weekly. The tees are done 
monthly and the fairways three times 
each year. We aerify everything twice per 
year. The GA-60 has done a real good job 
for us on the fairways. 

Our ferti l izer p rogram for the 
bermuda greens is no more than .5 
pounds of nitrogen per month. I like to 
use a 1:2 ratio of nitrogen to potassium 
with additional straight potassium appli-
cations to supplement. Between granular 
applications, I use light liquid feedings 
with 12-0-8. 

On our overseeding I make one granu-
lar nitrogen application of slow release 
39-0-0. The rest of the winter I use liquid 
spray feedings alternating Iron, a root 
stimulator, and Agriplex without nitro-
gen every three weeks. I do apply a granu-
lar 0-0-28 at .25 - .5 pounds per 1,000 
square feet every month. 

David Portz, CGCS 
Hammock Dunes Club 
Flagler Beach, Fla. 

BY MIKE BAILEY 
There is a growing concern and pos-

sible controversy over the integrity of the 
bermudagrasses being used on our golf 
courses today. Turfgrasses being sold 
under old established names are begin-
ning to show a wide disparity in reacting 
to similar modern maintenance pro-
grams. One course's healthy, tight, emer-
ald green putting surfaces are another 
course's weak and struggling greens. All 
are built on USGA spec greens and all 
managed by competent professionals. 
What's going on? Is someone guilty of 
wrong doing? 

Reflect back to the 1960s and analyze 
where the game of golf was at that time. 
Golfer demands and media pressure had 
not evolved into the pressure of today's 
demands. What type of hybrid bermuda-
grasses must have been available then? 

The truth is there were not any hy-
brids in use then. The science of ber-
mudagrass turf research was somewhat 
simple. Someone had this magical little 
spot of turf somewhere on his golf course. 
The "greenskeeper" would cultivate this 
"jewel plot" as being something better 
than the rest. 

Maybe, he thought, this spot could be 
the grass of the future. That is exactly how 
modern bermudagrass evolved. Hence 
the names of these pocketed areas of the 
then "grass of the future" typically bore 

Turfgrasses 
being sold 
under old 
established 
names are 
beginning to 
show a wide 
disparity in 
reacting to 
similar modern 
maintenance 
programs. 

the name of their geographic location. 
Ormond bermudagrass, as it became in-
ternationally known and planted suc-
cessfully throughout the world, evolved 
from the lawn surrounding the Ormond 
Beach Hotel in Ormond Beach, Fla. 

Dr. Glenn Burton, the father of ber-
mudagrass research, and his staff col-
lected samples from these "jewel plots" 
and took them to the Coastal Agricul-
tural Research Station in Tifton, Georgia 
for testing . They successfully founded 
bermudagrass technology that stands 
even today. Tiftway 419 bermuda was 
virtually created by Dr. Burton through 
radiation exposure that altered the origi-
nal parent plant, and created a genetic 
change that created the hybrid as it is 
known today. It took many years of re-
search to select from the many samples 
created to find a grass that would be 
considered the most acceptable turf for a 
golf course. 

Dr. Burton has stated, "We did not 
design these grasses to ever consider they 
would be mowed so low as to what today's 
standards are." I distinctly remember at-
tending more than one Tifton Turfgrass 
Conference the week following the Mas-
ters in the 1970s, believing we were push-
ing our grasses near the edge of surviv-
ability at mowing heights of 5/32 of an 
inch. 

Now, many do not consider that ac-


